Beaver Riflemen Hit 4-2 Record On Vacation Trip

MIT's wondering marksmen, competing six times in six days at various schools in New England, returned home with a highly respectable 4-2 point triumph for the Engineers. This was a low scoring affair, the winning top St. John's.

The Beaver riflemen returned to their winning ways for the week, they scored a surprisingly weak St. John's squad by 1068-1099. Dick Oman came up with a most impressive 288 this meet, while Basch hit his third straight mark of 287. Basch High Man

In their last match of the season the Beavers gave their most impressive showing, hitting their year's high total of 1436. Their opponents, the U.S.M.M.A., could only manage 1407. Martin Basch led the team once again, this time scoring 288. Stem followed with a 287. G.A., 1416-1387. Al Johnson, for the Army, Basch once again hit 287 but for the B.U. match fired a surprising 286. G.A., 1416-1387. Al Johnson, for the Army, Basch once again hit 287 but for the B.U. match fired a surprising 286.

Tech Cagers Top Oberlin, Bow To Rochester, Case

The engineer varsity basketball team topped a scrappy but outclassed Oberlin quintet, 86-75, to salvage a one and two record on its three game tournament trip through Ohio and upstate New York. Last year's Captain, Whitley's men with twenty-three points. Giff Weber had seventeen and Carl Hess twelve. The Yeomen held Tech to a slim 43-42 halftime advantage. Hailee hit several long one-handers and the team pulled away, 59-42. His team with twenty, Oberlin, a small quick team with only one big man, was no match for the bigger, more powerful Beaver outfit. Carl Hess played standout ball. Aggressive and handling.

Koblman Sparks Frosh Natators In Worcester Win

In the dark Bayou of Worcester Swimming pool, the MIT frosh swimming team downed the strong Academy squad 44-30 in a hotly contested fracas. They placed 2nd and 3rd in the 50 and 100 yard medley relays and in the 100-yard breaststroke. In the 200 freestyle David Willy won easily while Murray Kohlbman took third. At 100 yards and Alex Johnson followed by tying for first in the 200 breaststroke and Cap. Will Young won in the 100-yard freestyle. Tech was out-chested in the diving board, but clinched the meet with a win by Kohlbman in the 100-yard medley. Lee Soderstrom supplied the cracker, placing 3rd. The frosh medley relay of Hortman, Reed, Edge, and Emmott waltzed to a convincing win.

CLEARANCE SALE
BUY NOW AND SAVE
TIES - SPORT SHIRTS - TEE SHIRTS
SWEATERS - SHOES - SOCKS
and OTHER ITEMS
SAVINGS UP TO 75%

TECHNOLOGY STORE
PATRONAGE REFUND TO MEMBERS

for today...tomorrow
...and YOUR FUTURE
Bell Aircraft Corporation—designer and builder of the X-1, the first supersonic aircraft and the X-1A, holder of speed and altitude records—is the leader in the aviation industry in research, design and development.

Bell Aircraft engineers have won universal acclaim for outstanding work in guided missiles, advanced experimental aircraft, complete control and guidance systems, electronic components, rocket engines, assemblies and servomechanisms. Bell Aircraft is one of two companies in the U.S. that is producing complete guided missiles, advanced experimental aircraft, complete control and guidance systems, electronic components, rocket engines, assemblies and servomechanisms.

Wrestling in their fourth match of the season, the Beaver grapplers lost a 26-5 decision to a powerful Idaho W.U.-X-2. This defeat brought their season's record to two wins and two losses. It was the team's first home match and the first match ever wrestled using the Institute's new facilities in Rockwell Cage.

Keneddy Wins

In the 123 pound class, Engineer Captain Jack Kennady lofted and pinned by Lydon of Williams, 6 to 2, giving the Runnin' Men a two point lead. Pitts provided Williams with two more points as he decided Tech grappler Dick Dung Depp in the 131 pound class, 6-3. Last year's Captain, Jack Kenneth '56 gave the Cardinals and Grey their first two points by defeating McKee, 8-6, in an exciting 17 pound match. The only pin of the meet came in the 147 pound division as Kloster of Williams defeated Montegue '56, to gain 4 points for the purple and white. John Kleinert defeated Rooks of Williams in the 157 pound class 6-1 to put MIT back in the running. In the 2nd round, Williams' Capt. Reed of Williams was defeated by Hare, 14-7, in an exciting 17 pound match. The only pin of the meet came in the 147 pound division as Kloster of Williams defeated Montegue '56, to gain 4 points for the purple and white. John Kleinert defeated Rooks of Williams in the 157 pound class 6-1 to put MIT back in the running. In the 2nd round, Williams' Capt. Reed of Williams was defeated by Hare, 14-7, in an exciting 17 pound match.
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